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Is my child’s intelligence static??

 What do you think? Write down what you think on the sheet
provided.

Is my intelligence static? Can I get smarter?

21st Century Skills – Creative and Critical Thinking

The

Room

 Go back to the handout
which gives you an overview
of the Brain rooms.
 What experiences do you
enjoy in the Blue Room?
 What helps you get there?

 Sample answer from Ms
Brown I feel that I am in the Blue
room when I read a great
novel and I am invested in the
character. I also feel that I am
in the blue room when I make
ppts like this – I hate boring
space so I get into this mode
by searching the internet for
great images, I try and think
about an idea from multiple
view points – which then
challenges me to think more
creatively.

The Green
Room

 What experiences do you
enjoy in your Green Room?
 When do you go there?

 Sample from Ms Brownobviously as a history teacher
– my brain spends a lot of
time in the Green Room –
analysing sources, choosing
good materials for students,
weighing up one source
compared to another. But
outside of school I find that I
go to the green room when I
am watching movies and
they are done poorly – then
my brain goes into overdrive
looking for plot flaws etc?

 Sample from Ms Brown

Orange Room

 What personal experiences
do you enjoy in your Orange
Room – what sends you there
in a positive way?

-walking my dog along the
beach

- Coffee with friends
- Viber conversations with my
best friend

- Reading something that is
written so beautifully that
you actually feel the emotion
- Succeeding in a personal
challenge that I have set my
self.

Sample from Ms Brown

Orange Room

 What personal experiences do
you enjoy in your Orange
Room – what sends you there
in a negative way?

- When I get into a discussion
with someone I am not friendly
with and I am tired – it
sometimes goes the wrong
way, and I can brood over that
for awhile and it takes me a lot
of effort to put the negative
feelings out of my brain.
- When I am sitting in a meeting
that doesn’t seem directly
necessary to me and I am
stressed out by all the work I
have to do – I then have to
work very hard to stay
engaged with the meeting and
stop that little voice in my
head from saying “God, kill me
now!”

Sample from Ms Brown-

Red Room

 When was the last time you were
in your Red Room? What got you
there?
 How did you manage it?

-obviously I try to stay out of this
headspace in my work place – I don’t like to
fight with people so I do my best to avoid
it. If it is absolutely necessary to take a
stand I try to be very calm about my
position, and to try and think about the
other person’s point of view. Not always
easy. I have been very upset by incidents
at work – and I was totally unable to think
through what to do – in that instance – I
found a safe space, some one I trusted to
talk to.

If I am really feeling not safe about a topic
of conversation – I sometimes say – let me
think about that tonight and I will get back
to you tomorrow – it removes me from the
situation, it allows my brain time to calm
itself and then I can deal with the situation
more rationally at a later date.

Remember this…
 The fight or flight part of our brain is designed to
protect us in times of extreme stress. Everyone
goes there at some stage.
 The trick is to not go there very often. Why not?
We remember the negative stuff longer!! It can
harm us if we stay there too often.

Eric Jensen – Brain based learning
1.

The brain is not logical or sequential in the ways it takes in amd
makes meaning of input from the world outside. (Leslie A. Hart,
1983) Instead, it is constantly searching for patterns to
understand in the surrounding environment. In their instruction,
teachers should allow students to identify, understand and
apply patterns. We cannot predict what any one particular child
will perceive as a pattern because so much depends upon prior
knowledge, the existing neural networking of the brain used to
process the input, and the context in which the learning takes
place.

2.

We need to give students constant opportunities to apply and
reapply knowledge and skills again and again in varying settings
until the information is recallable in a usable form, i.e. a
behavior, a skill, a habit.

What are the patterns in our school?

See-Highlight the key words on the task. Make sure you Plan-Usually the task will have some sort of pre-set
know what you have to do –as instructed by the task –pay
attention to the extra advice given in class

structure – a planning sheet or scaffold with extra clues –
use it!
Make your own.

Check!!!!!!!

Do-

Tick off instructions on task sheet – have I actually done what
the teacher asked?
Check criteria
Sheet – Have I provided
What this sheet says
My teacher is looking
For in my goal mark?

Key verbs –Explain, describe,
interpret, identify, analyse,
evaluate justify/validate.
‘Sneaky’ verbs eg. Draw
conclusions – draws on
students assumed knowledges.

Why does the amount of sleep matter?
 Scientific American says that sleep
serves to re-energise the body’s cells,
clear waste from the brain and support
learning and memory.
 If you don’t get enough sleep than your
brain may not improve its function, it
might in fact decrease function
 Can you remember a time when your
brain simply would not work because it
was too tired?

